Private Language Classes in Atlanta

Private or Semi-Private Classes for over 60 Languages.
Private lessons are the most efficient way to learn a language.

Classes can be fully customized to meet your needs and accommodate your learning style.

You can:
Learn at your own pace. Some people learn faster, some people learn slower. Our Private
Lessons allow you the freedom of not being pressured or held back by a group. Students with
learning disabilities are also welcome.
Decide on the workload. Depending on your work and family obligations you can ask for an
appropriate amount of homework. Normal, extra or no homework at all, it's all up to you!
Decide your own schedule. Cancellations & rescheduling are allowed as long as our 24-hour
cancellation policy is observed. Never lose a class and the money you paid for it! Business
people and students with hectic or changing schedules benefit from this feature the most.
Choose what you want to learn first. You can request to focus on a specific area of the
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language: conversation only, reading and writing only, business communication only, etc.
Request training in specialized vocabulary. Whether you are a doctor, an attorney or work
in any other technical field, you will most likely not learn the specialized vocabulary in a
standard group class.
Get culture and travel tips. Since all of our instructors are natives of the countries of the
respective languages they teach, they are an excellent source of information on cultural issues
or how-to-get-around questions.
Request a female or male instructor. We acknowledge your personal and/or religious
preference of being in a one-on-one setting with your choice of instructor.

Most importantly you have the undivided attention of the instructor, who is personally involved
in your learning process and committed to your success.

A 2-hour minimum per session is required. Lessons need to finish before 7:30 PM or higher
fees will apply.
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Read our Private Lessons Policy

Call us today at (404) 250-0350 or email info@languageatlanta.com for more information.
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